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Local residents evacuate as Russian forces advance and continue to bombard the town with artillery, in Irpin, Ukraine.
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ABOUT THE PROJECT

Strengthening NATO’s Ability to Protect is a research initiative of the Transforming Conflict and Governance Program at the Stimson Center. This project seeks to build bridges between NATO stakeholders and the expert community to act on the Alliance’s ambition to protect civilians in its operations around the world.

In 2016, the NATO Policy on the Protection of Civilians (PoC) made protection a goal of future operations, kicking off the development of an action plan and a military concept on PoC. Whether in active security operations, train and assist missions, or support to disaster relief, NATO policy is to mitigate harm from its actions and, when applicable, protect civilians from the harm of others. To help NATO succeed, Stimson launched this project, in partnership with PAX and supported by the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs, to cultivate and offer external expertise to NATO as well as assess the current levels of doctrine and guidance on PoC within NATO nations and partners. Emphasis is on solutions-focused research and building bridges across governments, academia, international organizations, and NGOs.

In support of this project, Stimson is commissioning a series of papers authored by leading experts in their fields that considers protecting civilians and NATO’s future missions, capabilities, and approaches. The papers, published throughout 2021 and 2022, aim to engage NATO stakeholders as they consider NATO’s role in future conflict, support further implementation of the NATO Policy on the Protection of Civilians, and focus on NATO’s 2030 agenda and beyond.

We would like to thank our partners at PAX and the Dutch Ministry of Foreign Affairs for their insights and generous support of this work.
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For three decades, Stimson has been a leading voice on urgent global issues. Founded in the twilight years of the Cold War, the Stimson Center pioneered practical new steps toward stability and security in an uncertain world. Today, as changes in power and technology usher in a challenging new era, Stimson is at the forefront: Engaging new voices, generating innovative ideas and analysis, and building solutions to promote international security, prosperity, and justice.
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INTRODUCTION

The 2022 war and humanitarian crisis in Ukraine have brought the future of conflict into stark reality: Both hybrid and conventional military capabilities will be used to target populations and damage urban centers with the aim of weakening political resolve. Reverberations of the crisis will be felt across Europe for decades, reaffirm NATO’s focus on collective defense, and potentially expand its membership to include Sweden and Finland. While the rapid political, military, and humanitarian response is laudable, whether a more coordinated strategy could have pre-empted the need for these responses remains an open question. In particular, the initial NATO response was reactionary, despite two NATO-specific policies in place since 2016: Resilience and the Protection of Civilians. Both were designed to help understand and mitigate conflict-related impacts on civilians, albeit from different perspectives. Responding to this new and still-changing threat environment will require NATO to embrace an innovative approach connecting civil preparedness and military response at all levels.

These considerations are relevant within the context of future urban conflict that will inevitably occur, and where the interconnectivity between resilience factors (for both civil society and military forces) and the need to mitigate civilian harm is most profound. As NATO defines its new strategic concept and emphasizes collective defense, it is critical that NATO learn from the Ukraine conflict, address the broader challenges to human security, and focus on more than just military action. Doing so will require a comprehensive blend of activities, from strategy to tactics. The scope is broad; however, this paper discusses the NATO imperative to include human security by fully integrating resilience and protection of civilians. Doing so will enhance the Alliance’s ability to anticipate, prepare, and, when needed, respond to future security threats.

The Future Operating Environment

The operating environment has changed significantly since NATO last updated its Strategic Concept in 2010. In that document, the focus was on out-of-area security and stability. Events over the past dozen years and those playing out today have driven greater emphasis on collective defense. The new strategic concept, expected to be presented at the 2022 Summit in Madrid, will undoubtedly focus on Article 5 and reflect the new reality in Europe. This new defense and security paradigm will have echoes of the Cold War, such as the current increase in troop numbers based in Europe. It will also embrace the profound technological, economic, and societal changes of the past three decades. As with the earlier forward basing of forces in West Germany, NATO’s increasing military presence and posture on its eastern periphery will need to provide credible deterrence. However, threats are broader than just that of direct military action. Globalized and more open markets offer opportunities, dependencies, and vulnerabilities that affect societies and create security challenges. Technology enabled connectivity is a vital element of everyday life, and access to information is a democratic right. However, this situation affords adversaries far greater reach into societies than ever before. There are enduring physical and moral challenges, too. Developments in Ukraine have provided NATO with insight into the realities of future conflict that it must prepare to meet. With millions of displaced persons so far, the destruction of cities, and rising civilian deaths, the need to anticipate such situations and mitigate them could not be more clear.

The current and future character of conflict and warfare is marked by simultaneous disruptive activities against governments, industries, economies, and societies, traditional coercive military posturing, and acts of violence and aggression. As part of these hybrid strategies, the interconnectedness of societies and cultures is purposely targeted to amplify tensions and challenge governments. The displacement and movement of people are used as a wave to break on neighboring states, straining economic and social systems and raising tensions. This impedes states’ freedom to physically and politically maneuver when conflict does arrive. During conflict and crisis, the
focus is often on the military; however, within civil society, threats will converge to generate strategic pressure and constrain political and military freedoms to act.

Figure 1: Hybrid and conventional threats channel through civil society to apply political pressure. Understanding the Human Environment, taking measures to protect civilians, and building resilience will help mitigate or neutralize the impact.

There is a broad consensus that the future operating environment will be congested, cluttered, contested, connected, and constrained. Adversaries will look for opportunities to undermine cohesion, using physical, virtual, and cognitive activities to gain political advantage. The effects of these activities are channeled and felt through societies. Understanding civil and societal vulnerabilities and having strategies that assess, build, and enhance resilience must be a critical element in operational planning for future crises and conflicts.

UN data indicates that more than half of the world’s population lives in towns and cities. By 2050, the global urban population will grow by another 3 billion. Given that conflict and warfare are human afflictions and cities are political and economic centers, it is a fallacy to think that urban conflict can be avoided. Urban centers will be the targets of future disruptions. Urban centers are highly susceptible to these attacks, and recent conflicts have proven that cities are the most demanding environments where NATO forces will have to operate. The inflow of displaced people stresses the systems as much as the destruction of medical facilities or food distribution centers, rapidly creating humanitarian crises that must be addressed concurrently with military operations. These aspects influence the shape of military operations as much as adversaries’ size, strength, and intentions. Consequently, NATO must ensure that its Resilience and Protection of Civilians policies are not viewed as optional or stand-alone but are integrated as much-needed contributions to the operational planning process.

Understanding the threat vectors and impact on society through the inclusion of the Protection of Civilians and Resilience measures will support the inclusion of Human Security, enhancing NATO’s future strategies.
RESILIENCE

Within discussions on sustainable and inclusive security, the applicability of the concept of resilience often stumbles over a conflation of terms and objectives. However, a more nuanced examination reveals another possibility—while not the only tool in the security toolbox, resilience may serve multiple purposes within various contexts. The key to understanding resilience is reckoning with its complexity.12

The concept of resilience is a fusion of ideas from various disciplines13 with application conditioned upon a contextualization that focuses on subjects, objects, interactions, relations, and objectives. It is essential across different fields of knowledge and practice to understand what or who is to be resilient, against which risks and threats, and how to build and sustain resilience. This conceptual compass enables an operationalization consistent with specific requirements and seeks to inform practical solutions in the face of disruptions.14 While the objectives of resilience (augmented prevention, bounce back, adaptation, transformation) are not foreign to security and defense, the concept’s application is novel in the expression it acquires within a Human Security approach and in the realization that resilience is not an end state but rather a comprehensive and multidimensional process. The success of the latter method is underpinned by the viability of relations and the persistence of connectedness.

Resilience has been a central pillar of total defense,15 a concept developed during the Cold War and encapsulating a state-centric (territorial integrity, sovereignty) approach to security in the event of a military attack. Only after 1990 was the concept re-focused to anchor disaster management16 in civil preparedness. It is currently being revisited17 to introduce an all-hazards lens to a revitalized whole-of-society approach. This additional Human Security-related lens is an essential aspect of resilience as individuals, communities, states, the private sector, organizations, and their connectedness should simultaneously be resilient (anticipate, prevent, respond, recover, and transform) in times of disruption.

In interdependent environments, especially in urban contexts, threats manifest in intricate constellations and are likely to cascade across multiple domains (see Figure 1). Resilience allows for understanding challenges and opportunities deriving from systemic openness and interdependence and offers a look beyond a classical adversarial analysis. Analytically, that means a focused examination of critical vulnerabilities across various domains and at multiple levels18 and identification of specific needs19 alongside existing capacities and capabilities. Practically, resilience is a benchmark for assessing how much stress a state can bear and distribute across its constitutive elements while preserving and adapting critical functions, as well as how much pressure would cause a society to sustain or withdraw support for government strategies, policies, and actions.

The application of the concept of resilience emerges as a critical measure against hybrid threats. If hybrid strategies seek to undermine societies’ security and stability while applying pressure from within, then identifying existing vulnerabilities and potential fault lines to build resilience against risks and threats would be a prudent undertaking. A comprehensive understanding of the human environment will enhance the analysis of existing capacities and inform tailored measures to protect civilians. Ideally, establishing a resilient society will prevent disruption in the first place or at least mitigate its impacts while accelerating recovery through adaptation or transformation.

Resilience is an essential component of countering hybrid strategies and has been identified as one of the future warfare development imperatives for the Alliance.
Resilient societies have a crucial role in deterrence and defense as they provide critical support in both times of peace and crisis. Resilient communities provide “a less attractive target for malicious outside actors,” which significantly increases the cost of victory and reduces the chances of adversarial success. Moreover, resilient societies have an enhanced cognition of risks and threats and fewer divisive lines that may transform into critical vulnerabilities if exploited by malicious actors. They also have an increased capacity and willingness to contribute to collective prevention and protection efforts.

A resilient society is foundational to both human security and the protection of civilians. However, this depends on a whole-of-government capacity to build trust, communicate, and converge around core principles and values. Societal and democratic resilience, emphasizing human rights and the rule of law, are part of the overall resilience equation. Resilient democracies ensure a continuous, transparent, and trustworthy relationship between people and institutions and guard against disturbances like disinformation. Trust is a fundamental aspect of democratic resilience and a magnifying factor for societal resilience. High levels of trust and confidence consolidate political and societal cohesion and coalesce collective efforts in times of hardship.
NATO’S APPROACH

Resilience for NATO is both a national responsibility and a collective commitment. At the 2021 Brussels Summit, NATO leaders agreed to the 2030 Agenda to strengthen the Alliance over the next decade and beyond. A vital aspect of the plan is the continued strengthening of resilience for effective collective defense and deterrence in the face of increased hybrid threats. As a political and military alliance with the stated goal of ensuring its citizens’ protection and promoting security and stability in the North Atlantic area, NATO cohesion is contingent upon high levels of resilience within each Member State and across the Alliance and its Partners. Understanding resilience and connecting its requirements to the protection of civilians informs an all-hazard approach to security.

The principle of resilience is anchored in Article 3 of NATO’s founding treaty, which stipulates that “[i]n order more effectively to achieve the objectives of this Treaty, the Parties, separately and jointly, by means of continuous and effective self-help and mutual aid, will maintain and develop their individual and collective capacity to resist armed attack.” Since then, the concept has evolved into one of national resilience through civil preparedness that synergizes with and enhances the Alliance’s capacity to prevent, protect, adapt, and transform.

In future conflicts, NATO will likely engage with adversaries who look to undermine the Alliance with increasingly sophisticated strategies, often through coordinated political, military, economic, cyber, and information efforts. Resilience is an essential component of countering such strategies, and the Alliance has identified it as one of its future warfare development imperatives. The NATO Warfighting Capstone Concept (NWCC) develops a layered approach to resilience whereby different layers interact and reinforce the military instrument of power. Effectively, this distributive approach to resilience reckons with “interdependencies between Allies, across instruments of power, between public and private [sectors], and across the military services” and shares the burden of preparedness, response, adaptation, and transformation.

NATO has recognized the close relationship between resilience and deterrence and the role of societies as a “first line of defense.” Moreover, in addition to states, societies, and the military, the private sector is an essential component of resilience. Governments and armed forces depend significantly on the commercial sector for transport, communications, and basic supplies. In times of disruption, both the demand and the pressure on supply increase, especially in urban environments. Therefore, ensuring that these sectors and—critically—their connectedness are resilient is an essential aspect of security and defense.

Figure 2: NATO Seven Baseline Requirements for National Resilience.
Resilience in NATO is a collective endeavor, fundamental to preventing disruptions or mitigating cascading effects across the Alliance. The Seven Baseline Requirements for Civil Preparedness (7BLRs), introduced in 2016, answer an operationalization query, establish a method of assessment and a means for information exchange of good practices, progress made, and remaining gaps. This cooperative approach to measuring and enhancing national resilience, especially in peacetime, fosters civilian and private sector readiness to support national and NATO operations in times of crisis. Continuity of government, resilient civilian infrastructure, uninterrupted essential services, and civil-military cooperation are crucial aspects of national resilience. Shortcomings in either area would reverberate across the entire system and diminish the capacity to protect. Moreover, these requirements become an essential basis for credible deterrence and defense and a critical aspect of the Alliance’s core tasks.

Resilience should be fully integrated into NATO’s collective defense, cooperative security, and crisis management. Stability at home cannot be disconnected from stability in the broader neighborhood. Cooperation with partners in the post-Cold War period and until the Russian Federation’s illegal annexation of Crimea in 2014 centered on “projecting stability” through crisis management and partnerships. This value-sharing and capacity-building approach to security and defense hinges upon resilience principles. It seeks to enhance preparedness and improve response to disruptions with an underlying assumption of interconnectedness. Effectively, resilience allows for understanding challenges and opportunities deriving from systemic openness and interdependence. It seeks to preserve extended cooperation and exchange while preventing these from becoming channels for disruption.

Developments in 2014 made it clear that NATO “must do both collective defense and manage crisis and promote stability beyond [its] borders.” In a hybrid scenario, collective defense requires more than the capacity and capability to fight. Within the changing character of war and conflict and expanding scope of military tasks, the protection of civilians emerges as a demanding objective that requires enhanced civil-military cooperation. While not the only objective of a military operation reliant on sustained civilian support, failing to protect civilians may severely hamper the achievement of other objectives. Failure to uphold a core NATO value—the safety and security of the Alliance’s population—would significantly damage NATO’s credibility.
RESILIENCE AND THE PROTECTION OF CIVILIANS

The Alliance’s policy and subsequent military framework (Figure 3) on the Protection of Civilians (PoC)57, adopted at the 2016 Warsaw Summit, were based on lessons learned in Afghanistan and Libya. While the connectivity between the Alliance’s PoC and Resilience policies is often mentioned in NATO circles, both are applied in isolation, with PoC taking the back seat, particularly as NATO’s focus switches to collective defense. However, the two concepts are complementary and mutually reinforcing and should be applied together, especially when addressing the challenges of urban warfare.

Cities are net importers of all essential commodities—from power, water, sanitation, food, and medical services—and are economically tuned to support their populations. They have limited capacity to respond to significant and rapid increases in population, and the same can be said for national capacities. The initial influx of Ukrainian refugees during February and March, for example, rapidly overwhelmed Moldova’s capacity to respond, with the country struggling to meet the increased demand for basic needs such as food and shelter.48 Past and current conflicts have demonstrated that civilian populations will be targeted in various ways, including threats to critical infrastructure, goods, and services. Therefore, an understanding of urban resiliencies, capacities, and vulnerabilities is crucial to identifying potential adversary intentions, actions, and consequences in a future military operation. The challenge for military forces is to defeat threats embedded within the population while mitigating civilian harm as much as possible.49 Adversaries will seek either to fix populations in place, generating significant political-military dilemmas, or force the mass movement of people to stress Alliance member states in a domino effect. These dynamics are already playing out in Ukraine and across Europe with the current exodus of Ukrainian refugees into Western Europe and the flow of refugees from Belarus across the Polish border.

Urban conflict significantly degrades essential services across all 7BLR criteria set by NATO (Figure 2). Local governance and host nations may quickly become unable to support the basic needs of the populace, leading to intense competition for limited resources, disorder, disruption, and an inability to provide a safe and secure environment. Without intervention, this will result in criminality, chaos, and humanitarian disaster.

How do PoC and Resilience Connect?

Figure 3: PoC Framework and the seven baseline requirements
The 7BLRs provide a valuable framework for analyzing the threats and challenges during urban conflict. However, that framework is missing the key ingredient: the civilian population. Combining PoC and resilience frameworks (Figure 3) offers a far more comprehensive appreciation of the challenges across all levels, whether strategic, operational, or tactical. Together, these combined frameworks provide a better understanding of the complex cascading effects of baseline shortfalls. They are highly suited to addressing urban conflict and evolve thinking well beyond the traditional military enablement considerations.

NATO’s PoC concept, as part of the broader Human Security approach, affords both military and civilian stakeholders a more comprehensive understanding of resilience shortfalls and their immediate and long-term impacts on societies. In more military terms, this complementary approach challenges analysts beyond the traditional PMESII (Political-Military-Economic-Social-Infrastructure-Information) top-down method, integrating it with a bottom-up one that brings a comprehensive understanding of the human environment. For example, during a recent Tabletop Exercise on urban warfare led by PAX and the Stimson Center, it was evident that resilience was at least as essential to military operations as it was to protect the urban population. Both PoC and resilience have significant strategic implications, including for the Alliance’s political cohesion.

This new integrated analysis method offers multiple advantages. First, it informs prioritized political responses. Ensuring adequate resilience across all components of a modern urbanized environment is unrealistic. However, a prioritized approach allows at least minimal functionality of the most critical parts of the system to benefit the people living there and the military operating in the same environment. In identifying where to invest limited resources during peacetime, crisis, and conflict, the integrated analysis method should consider the impact on military enablement and the civilian population.

In addition to a state’s moral imperative to protect its citizens, this approach will also yield a strategic advantage by enhancing ties between government authorities and the people. By ensuring that resilience interventions keep civilian protection as a primary objective, populations will be more likely to accept and abide by resilience measures, which is imperative to respond to strategic shock. The COVID-19 pandemic has proven how ineffective even the best government response plans can be if the public does not abide by the state’s imposed measures. This speaks to the Clausewitz trinity: The state seeks to strengthen ties to the people by highlighting how resilience measures contribute to civilian protection, which thus reinforces trust in public institutions, both political and military.
Secondly, combining PoC into resilience considerations enhances military decision-making. Military decision-makers need to assess degraded resilience baselines’ impact on civilians within hybrid and high-intensity conflict scenarios. For example, a commander may need to defend a structure with limited military value, such as a water purification center, which could be vital to the urban population. In making these decisions, commanders will also need to consider the specific role such structures play within the overall urban system. What might seem like a negligible loss at first may prove debilitating to the system. During the Tabletop Exercise, military staff considered the value of denying internet services to an adversary occupying a Member State city to degrade the opposing force’s ability to control and leverage the local population against Alliance forces. However, cutting off Internet services would have caused significant cascading effects across all other resilience baselines, and any military advantage gained would have been outweighed by the harm caused to civilians. By considering the impact on the civilian population, particularly with the PoC lenses of mitigating harm and facilitating access to basic needs, the training audience grasped how affecting resilience baselines, particularly in an urban area, can be much more complex than it initially seems.

Finally, integrating a PoC perspective can be highly beneficial to understanding societal resilience through the military’s Understanding the Human Environment (UHE) lens. When the UHE lens is applied to societal resilience analysis, it can be a crucial tool in capturing internal dynamics, underlying pressures, and potential fault lines, anticipating where adversaries might act before and during hostilities to undermine societal resilience. For this reason, analysts, planners, military, and political stakeholders alike need to understand and address societal resilience vulnerabilities.
CONCLUSION AND THE WAY AHEAD

Combining resilience with the population-centric understanding of threats to human security, central to the PoC, offers enhanced political and military capacity to identify and address threats to the population more effectively while simultaneously preventing or mitigating harm from NATO’s actions. The synergy between Resilience and PoC is more than just theoretical; a mutually supportive relationship can have significant military-strategic, political, and humanitarian benefits.

As the growth of cities continues, so does the prospect of conflict. Critical supply lines to urban centers will be threatened, essential services denied or degraded, and societal cohesion challenged as competition for resources intensifies. Adversaries will attempt to exploit societal vulnerabilities and fault lines, undermine democratic values, and stress political systems. To counter this threat, the combined effects of resilience in concert with the protection of civilians are vital at all levels and ultimately will help protect NATO’s center of gravity: its political cohesion.

Overlaying the UHE and PMESII approaches would enable military leaders and civilians to operationalize human security through an integrated analytic Resilience-PoC approach. This will foster a comprehensive and inclusive understanding of the potential cascading effects of systemic shock across the 7BLRs. Similarly, greater attention should be paid to developing tools that would facilitate estimating a nation’s level of societal resilience and assist in identifying and addressing threats. A hybrid Resilience-PoC approach to analyzing urban centers in collective defense situations is essential to building a comprehensive and inclusive contextual understanding of risks and threats to the civilian population. An urban conflict makes the interconnection between resilience and PoC more apparent, illuminating the utility of applying the two concepts in unison. Increased awareness of civilian capabilities, motivations, and limitations enriches the ability to act to protect civilians, and PoC informs the prioritization of resources for enhanced resilience.

Knowing how future conflict will play out is, of course, impossible. However, an Ally’s tolerance of threats, hardship, and harm caused to its population will be an essential indicator of how it weather a conflict. A failure to rise to the occasion may test Alliance unity. Ukraine has already shown that human rights and international humanitarian law violations, civilian harm, infrastructure damage, and mass migration are neither politically popular nor physically manageable. These and many other factors must be anticipated within a comprehensive approach that combines military and civil planning across the strategic-tactical continuum. Therefore, civil-military coordination, understanding resilience, and how it affects the ability to protect civilians will be critical to the political unity of the Alliance.

There is a need to go beyond a compartmentalized understanding of resilience—whether national capacities or military strength—to encompass processes, connectedness, values, principles, and leadership across multiple domains. It is critical to link resilience to other concepts that enable effective security and defense. Resilience has both a give and receive function concerning PoC. When analyzed in an integrated and complementary manner, resilience is enhanced by PoC. It can enable more effective prioritization and distribution of limited resources (including military forces). It can also provide decision-makers with a greater understanding of complex cascading effects and allow proactive approaches to mitigate societal and national resilience threats. In turn, the ability to protect civilians is significantly enhanced by strong, resilient nations and cities, which are better equipped to respond to the modern challenges of hybrid, high-intensity, and multi-domain conflict.
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UHE is a human centric approach to understanding the operating environment from a non-combatant’s perspective. UHE addresses such factors as cultural dynamics, threats to civilians from a comprehensive human security perspective (including threats to livelihood, dignity and those deriving from natural phenomena such as floods, droughts and the like).